
2-5 Players

40 Min

Ages 11+

• 35 player cards
• 2 injury cards
• 
• 11 season cards

5 team boards
5 team strength tokens

Your critical task as team manager is to build a dream lineup of basketball superstars. 
Over six seasons you’ll have to hire the best team advisors, sign talented new players, 
and avoid crippling injuries. Now is the time to win championships and define your legacy.

In Basketboss, basketball players will be called “players,” you and your opponents 
will be referred to as “managers.” You manage a “team” of five players.

1.  Shu�e the 35 player cards together with the 2 injury cards and place them in a 
    facedown stack.
2. Place the scoreboard, advisor cards, ribbons, and money tokens faceup near  
    the center of the table.
3. Use the trophies for your player count as indicated on the scoreboard.
4. Make a row of 6 faceup season cards with the Inaugural Season card on the 
    left, 4 random season cards in the middle, and the Team Legacy card on the 
    right. Return the unused season cards to the box.
5. Each manager takes 1 team board and the team’s bid card, places their strength 
    token on the 10 space on the scoreboard, and takes $11.
6. Give the referee advisor card and start player token to the tallest manager. They 
    return $2 to the supply.

Components

6 advisor cards
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1 start player token
5 team bid cards
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Team Boards

Player Cards
Players can be placed over starting players or replace 
other player cards returning them to the box. Players 
always start with their top row of stars showing. 

Starting Players         Team Logo         Season Phases

Strength
in future
seasons

Name

Position

Income

Starting
Season 
Strength

�’s: 5  +  Positions: 5  = 10 Team Strength

1 1 1 1

2

End of Draft Phase: You may 
age 1 of your players. You may 
pay $1 any amount of times to 
repeat this eect for each $1.

TRAINER

Advisor Cards

Advisor
Number

Name

Description

1

2

3

4

5
1

Overview
Basketboss is played over 6 seasons. 
Each season has a corresponding season 
card that will aect the rules for that 
season. The current season card is the 
left most faceup card. 
Every season has 5 phases: 

      O�er Contracts
      Award Trophies
      Hire Advisors
      Earn Income
      Age Players
1. O�er Contracts
Fill Market 
Create a free agency market row of
players by flipping player cards faceup in 
order, until you have reached the income 
limit or player limit as shown on the 
scoreboard.

During the first season, draw a replace-
ment for any injuries that are drawn and 
shu�e the injuries back into the deck.

Player Contracts 
The manager with the lowest numbered 
advisor card begins (in the first season, 
this is the manager with the referee). They 
state how much they are willing to pay the 
first player and put that amount on their bid 
card, or they flip their bid card over indicat-
ing they pass. The next manager to their 
left either oers that player more money 
or passes.

This continues around the table until all 
managers but one have passed (after 
passing managers may not reenter). That 
manager pays the winning amount of 
money to the supply, and adds the player 
to their team.

The next player is oered a contract 
starting with the manager to the left of 
the previous winner.

If all managers pass on a player, return 
the player to the box. Repeat until all 
players have been oered contracts or 
passed.



Team Strength Ties

Blue and Yellow are tied at 14 �

Purple and Green are tied at 12 �

The Blue team hired the 
referee so they win the tie.

Purple and Green reveal their secret
bids simultaneously. Purple wins.

Green keeps their $3. Purple pays 
$2 to the supply and $3 to the Blue 
Team who has the Referee.

Purple: $5
Green: $3

Purple: 3rd

Green: 4th

Blue: 1st

Yellow: 2nd

Example: Resolving Ties with Referee

2. Award Trophies
Adjust Team Strength
Calculate each team’s strength and mark 
it on the scoreboard with your team’s 
score marker.

Total �'s on the topmost visible 
row of each player 

+ 
One additional strength for each 

unique position on the team (max 5).

Take into account the e�ect of the 
current season card which may alter 
that formula.

Trophies 
The team with the highest strength takes 
the highest valued trophy. The second 
highest strength takes the next lower 
valued trophy, and so on until one of each 
trophy has been given out.

3. Hire Advisors 
Return all advisors to the center of the 
table.

In reverse strength order (as shown on 
the scoreboard), each manager takes 
one advisor card. If there is a tie for 
strength, the manager on the bottom of 
the scoreboard stack selects first.

Each advisor gives your team a unique 
advantage for a season. Read the 
advisor cards to learn what they do.

4. Earn Income 
Each manager collects $1 for each          
on their players.

5. Age Players 
Slide all player cards one space up into 
their team board.

If a player shows no more rows that have 
any �'s, that player is retired. Return 
that player card to the box. Your starting 
player is now back in play.

Flip the (leftmost faceup) season card 
facedown.
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PF
KEVIN TIMBERNET

11

11

SF
DAMIKA CATCHTHINGS

11

PG
STEPPIN HURRY

11

11
SG
IVAN ALLERSON

11

C
YUNG DYNASTY

1. OFFER CONTRACTS

2. AWARD TROPHIES
(�s  +             )

3. HIRE ADVISORS

4. EARN INCOME
5. AGE PLAYERS

24

Example: Aging Players

Total  Strength
Before:

PF
KEVIN TIMBERNET

11

11

SF
DAMIKA CATCHTHINGS

11

PG
STEPPIN HURRY

11

11 SG
IVAN ALLERSON

11

C
YUNG DYNASTY

1. OFFER CONTRACTS

2. AWARD TROPHIES
(�s  +             )

3. HIRE ADVISORS

4. EARN INCOME
5. AGE PLAYERS

Total  Strength
After:
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When no manager has hired the referee advisor ties are 
broken by advisor number, with lowest number winning.

When a manager has hired the referee advisor that 
manager wins ties on the scoreboard. Other tied teams 
make a simultaneous bid. The winning manager pays 
half (rounded up) to the referee and half (rounded down) 
to the supply. 

If there is a tie in bidding, the manager with the lowest 
advisor number is the winner and pays as normal. In the 
first season, when managers have no advisor, the closest 
clockwise player to the referee wins ties.

If more than two teams were tied, the remaining teams 
repeat this process.

Whenever a team wins a tie their score marker is placed 
on top of the stack.
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End of Game
The game ends after the Award Trophies 
Phase in the sixth season. Do not Hire 
Advisors or Earn Income. The final Season 
card is always Team Legacy.

Perform the Age Players Phase a final 
time and calculate the final strength.

Final score for each Team:

Final Team Strength �
(Stars + Colors)

+
Trophies and Ribbons

+
1 point for every $5 remaining

The manager with the highest score wins. 
If tied, the tied manager with the most 
money left over (not converted into 
points) wins. If still tied, the tied 
manager who has the most first place 
trophies wins, then 2nd, then 3rd, then 
4th. There is no further tiebreaker.

Simultaneous Bidding
Occasionally managers will be instructed 
to simultaneously bid. All managers cover 
their money, and secretly choose how 
much they want to spend. They place 
their bid into their closed hand. When 
everyone is ready, all managers then 
reveal their bids simultaneously.

Injuries
When an injury card comes up for auction, 
teams must pay their medical bills.

All managers simultaneously bid. All 
managers discard their bids to the 
supply. The manager with the lowest 
bid takes the injury card (if tied, higher 
advisor card takes the injury), and 
covers up their player with the highest 
strength in the current season (if 
players tie, manager chooses).

A player covered by an injury does not 
count while injured, they provide no 
strength, income, or position. If the 
injured player is replaced by a player this 
season, the injury is discarded with the 
player. Otherwise discard all injuries at 
the beginning of the Age Players phase, 
and that player becomes active again.

Green hired the Physical Therapist and does not bid for 
injuries. Blue lost the bid so they pay the bid and their 
strongest player is injured. Purple and Yellow pay their bids.

+INJURY

THAT PLAYER IS INJURED 

FOR THE REST OF THE SEASON.

 

THIS CARD MAY BE REPLACED

BY A DRAFTED PLAYER.

IF NOT REPLACED THIS CARD 

IS DISCARDED NEXT SEASON.

ADJUST YOUR TEAM VALUE �

 

PLACE THIS CARD ON YOUR 

MOST VALUABLE � PLAYER. 

Injury Bidding

2 4 2 4 4

x 2 x 1 x 0 x 2 x 07 4 2 

= 21

= 31

1 2 5x 4 x 3 x 3 = 5/ 5

1 

Final 
Score  

 
57

Final Score

STARTING PLAYER

11

SF
STARTING PLAYER

11

PF
STARTING PLAYER

11

C
STARTING PLAYER

11

PG
STARTING PLAYER

11

SG

PF
KEVIN TIMBERNET

11

11

SF
DAMIKA CATCHTHINGS

11

PG
STEPPIN HURRY

11

11
SG
IVAN ALLERSON

11

C
YUNG DYNASTY

1. OFFER CONTRACTS

2. AWARD TROPHIES
(�s +             )

3. HIRE ADVISORS

4. EARN INCOME
5. AGE PLAYERS

+INJURY

THAT PLAYER IS INJURED 

FOR THE REST OF THE SEASON.

 

THIS CARD MAY BE REPLACED

BY A DRAFTED PLAYER.

IF NOT REPLACED THIS CARD 

IS DISCARDED NEXT SEASON.

ADJUST YOUR TEAM VALUE �

 

PLACE THIS CARD ON YOUR 

MOST VALUABLE � PLAYER. 
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Blue must choose to injure one of their 5 strength players. 


